Abstract. The most efficient program for finding all the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix is a combination of the Householder tridiagonalization and the QR algorithm. The latter, if carried out in a natural way, requires An additions, 10« multiplications, In divisions, and n square roots per iteration (n the order of the matrix). In 1963, Ortega and Kaiser showed that the process can be carried out using no square roots (and saving In multiplications). However, their algorithm is unstable and several modifications were suggested to increase its accuracy. We, too, want to give such a modification together with some examples demonstrating the achieved accuracy.
Introduction. In 1961 Francis
proposed the QR transformation, an offspring of Rutishauser's LR transformation [8] , for the computation of the eigenvalues of a general matrix. He considered his method to be inefficient for Hermitian matrices but, fortunately, it soon turned out that, contrary to his original opinion, the method is especially efficient for this class of matrices, provided the given matrix is first reduced by Householder's method to real tridiagonal form and provided that shifts are used to accelerate the rate of convergence. (A description of this technique can be found in [10] , for tested ALGOL programs see [6] , [3] , [2] , the properties of the now generally adopted shift are described in [11] . ) Ortega and Kaiser [7] pointed out that by avoiding square roots the efficiency of this algorithm can be further increased (though if all eigenvalues are to be computed, it is already superior to all other known methods). The algorithm which they proposed, however, was unstable and several modifications were suggested (e.g., [9] , [5] and others, not published). We, too, want to give such a modification here, together with some examples demonstrating the achieved accuracy. then it follows by induction that Thus, An additions, 10« multiplications, 2« divisions, and n square roots are necessary per iteration. This algorithm is realized in the programs of [2] . To avoid square roots, Ortega and Kaiser introduced the quantities (6) hi = Pfii-i (which they call y¡) and computed p) from h2/(\ -s2_i) which is obviously inaccurate if s2_i is near to unity. We prefer to compute a quantity g¡ defined by (7) 8i = Pj/cj-i and to compute h¡ from it. From the last equation of (2) and from c,6, = s,/?, one obtains the recurrence relation gi+i = «i+i -SjCj^ibj/Cj = ai+i -Sfii-ibi/SiPi = ai+i -b2/giy while according to Ortega and Kaiser, the second equation of (4) can be transformed into âj = hi + CjCj-ibjS,-+ Sjüj+iSj = hj + î2(â,-+ ai+i).
Thus, the algorithm without square roots becomes gi = Ai = ai, 5o = 0; p) = g¡hi, Note that the squares of the subdiagonal elements rather than the elements themselves are the given data. This algorithm needs An additions, An multiplications, and 3n divisions (n additions less than Ortega and Kaiser but n multiplications and n divisions more). The iteration is repeated until the last off-diagonal entry becomes smaller than a given tolerance A.
It should be mentioned that the g, are the well-known quotients of consecutive principal minors of the shifted matrix A, which are also used in the bisection process [1] . This can be used to advantage to assign ordinals to computed eigenvalues. As is the case there, a vanishing g, has to be replaced by a small nonzero value 5 equivalent to a perturbation of the diagonal entry a,. 5 has to be chosen smaller than 2 A in order to avoid indefinite cycling: if g" is replaced by 8 then 6^_, = í'^^cj., ^ 52/4 < A2, and the iteration terminates. The computation of the shift, the tests for splitting and convergence can be done as in the usual QR algorithm (see [2] ).
3. Test Examples. The algorithm (9) was embedded in the organizational scheme of procedure TQL1 [2] . This example served as a test for formal correctness. In the first iteration g2 and g5 become zero for the chosen shift and have to be replaced by a small tolerance quantity. 
